Dear Friends,

Homenetmen Glendale “Ararat” Chapter’s 2018 Donor Drive Committee would like to extend its sincere gratitude and appreciation to you for your continued support and generosity throughout 2018.

2018 marked the 40th Anniversary of the founding of Glendale “Ararat” Chapter in 1978. It also coincided with Homenetmen’s Centennial celebrations worldwide. Through these past 40 years, our Chapter has achieved many successes and has endured multiple challenges. As a member and supporter you have been part of our Chapter’s history and have invested significant time and effort helping the Chapter achieve its current respected position in the community and in the Homenetmen Family worldwide, with substantial physical assets and significant human capital. Ararat Chapter has nurtured, educated and trained tens of thousands of youth who have gone on to hold leadership positions in our community.

It was in recognition of the importance of this support that the Donor Drive Committee was established. Without our sponsors and donors, our organization would not be able to provide the environment where our youth come together, thrive, and develop into model citizens and future leaders. Our aim has been, and continues to be, to reach out to individuals, organizations, and businesses both within the local Armenian community and the community at large to establish relationships that will generate support for our centers, programs, and activities—both monetary and otherwise.

This Annual Report stands as a testament to the power of your generosity. Within its pages you can learn about the impact your financial backing had on programs throughout all of our divisions, which serve thousands of members of our community annually.

At the same time, we would like to make sure that we show our heartfelt gratitude for all our donors, sponsors, and supporters by properly recognizing you and promoting your enterprises. In turn, we are hopeful that you will continue to support our organization, help us spread our message, and expand our outreach.

Again, we truly appreciate your ongoing support and look forward to having you as a part of our community in the coming year.

Sincerely,

Homenetmen Glendale “Ararat” Chapter
2018 Donor Drive Committee
2018
Armond Gorgorian (Executive Director), Henrik Sardarbegian, Mossig Kizirian, Melineh Younanian Adoian, Talin Khechoomian, Garen Mesropian, Zareh Mvosssian, Massis Andriasian (Operations Manager), Vazrik Khosrovian, Roobina Arshakian, Serge Grakasian, Emil DerGevorkian, Linda Moossaian

2019
Armond Gorgorian (Executive Director), Mossig Kizirian, Melineh Younanian Adoian, Henrik Sardarbegian, Ani Aghajani, Massis Andriasian (Operations Manager), Zareh Movsessian, Caroline Mikailian, Serge Grakasian, Roobina Arshakian, Vazrik Khosrovian
Donor Drive Committee

2018
Armine Ghevian, Aram Djagharbekian, Tina Parsegian, Melina Simonian, Hazreh Keshishian

2019
Tina Parsegian, Aram Djagharbekian, Caroline Mikailian, Armine Ghevian, Taline Rumaya, Marika Mirzaian
Donor Recognition

Supporters of the Year
Gaska Alliance Foundation
Western Drug
Chraghchian Family

Corporate Sponsors

[Logos of various companies]
Business Incentive Program

Sponsorship benefits include the following recognition opportunities, subject to Chapter policies and guidelines and approval by the Chapter Executive Board.

Two (4ft.x 4ft.) Outdoor Coroplast Signs (On Main and North Campus Buildings)

Certificate of Recognition

Honoree Invitation to a Signature Event

Two (5ft. x 2.5ft.) Indoor Banners (In Main and North Campus Gyms)

Facebook Promotion

Ararat.org website for 12 months (Linked to Sponsor’s Website)

Backdrop Banner of a Signature Event

Custom Plaque on the “Donor Tree” (if donation made directly to Donor Drive)

Annual Ararat Asbarez Page

Monthly Email Newsletter

Donor Drive Annual Report

Lobby/Entrance Sponsorship Sign
2019 Budget

Projected Revenue

- Membership Dues
- Divisions
- Rental
- D-League, Elevate Fitness Center
- General Donations
- Endowment
- Miscellaneous
- Shop

Projected Expenses

- Payroll and Payroll Tax
- Mortgage Interest and Property Tax
- Miscellaneous
- Utilities
- Insurance
- Membership Dues to Regional and BSA
- Repair and Maintenance
- Public Relations

Membership Dues
Divisions
Rental
D-League, Elevate Fitness Center
General Donations
Endowment
Miscellaneous
Shop

Payroll and Payroll Tax
Mortgage Interest and Property Tax
Miscellaneous
Utilities
Insurance
Membership Dues to Regional and BSA
Repair and Maintenance
Public Relations
On Friday, November 30, 2018, Homenetmen Glendale “Ararat” Chapter celebrated its 40th anniversary with a gala held at Taglyan Hall in Hollywood. H.E. Archbishop Moushegh Mardirossian, Prelate, attended. Congressman Adam Schiff, Senator Anthony Portantino, Assembly Member Laura Freedman, Assembly Member Adrin Nazarian, Glendale City Mayor Zareh Sinanian, and City Council members Vartan Gharapetian, Paula Devine, Ara Najarian, and Vrej Agajanian were among the guests in attendance.

The program began with the national anthems performed by Evana Grigorian. Welcoming remarks were conveyed by Mr. Simon Manoucherian, Master of Ceremonies.

The Prelate delivered the invocation and a message congratulating and commending the Board members, volunteers, and sponsors who work together with faith, love, and utmost dedication to carry on Homenetmen’s century-long mission. His Eminence congratulated the evening’s honoree, Mr. Armond Gorgorian, who received special recognition as Lifetime Honorary Member, and commended all the sponsors and offered special thanks to Forest Lawn for their friendship and generous support of our community over the years.

The program continued with remarks by Ararat Chapter Chair Mr. Serge Grakasian, Forest Lawn President Mr. Darin Drabing, and elected officials, who presented proclamations on this occasion, recognition of Mr. Gorgorian, slideshow, and recognition of sponsors and candle-lighters.
After nearly two years of hard work, we are delighted to announce that the Heritage Center Project is finally a reality! The Heritage Center officially opened in December 2018 as part of Chapter’s 40th Anniversary and Homenetmen’s Centennial celebration programs, thanks in large part to the generous contributions of the Chraghchian family.

This magnificent center, located in the second floor reception area of the Main Campus, is a modern and colorful multi-media repository with permanent and evolving exhibits of Ararat Chapter’s history and accomplishments. In addition to preserving Ararat Chapter’s history, a key objective of the project is to create a one of a kind, attractive and practical learning experience targeting both members and non-members. Special attention is paid to ensure a hands-on and interactive format where the youth can benefit and learn from this enriching and educational experience.

We are also proud to announce that the Ararat Chapter Heritage Center is named in honor of the late Yeghpayr Sevak Saginian, whose key contributions to the founding and survival of Ararat Chapter in its initial precarious years were undeniably priceless.
On October 18, 2018, Chapter members, supporters, volunteers, and members of the Galstian family attended the grand opening and dedication of Ararat Chapter’s Elevate Fitness Complex in memory of A. Eddie Galstian.

After Ararat Chapter Chairman Y. Serjik Grakasian and Vice Chairwoman K. Roobina Arshakian’s remarks, the Galstian family offered their heartfelt remarks for the dedication and support of our youth and programs. Assemblywoman Laura Friedman thanked the family for their generous contribution and presented a Certificate of Recognition from the California State Assembly, 43rd District.

Elevate Fitness Complex, which is located in Ararat’s North Campus, was conceived in 2015 to expand our services to the community by providing state-of-the-art facilities for a variety of wellness activities for youth and adults alike. In 2017, the Gaska Alliance Foundation pledged a generous donation of $100,000 in memory of Eddie Galstian to support the complex’s construction. We are honored to have the opportunity to thank the Foundation and the Galstian family for their steadfast dedication by dedicating Elevate Fitness Complex in Eddie’s name.
Hamlet and Greta Chraghchian
Honorary Presidents of 43rd Navasartian Games and Festival

Congratulations and thank you to our very own Yekhpair & Kouyr Hamlet and Greta Chraghchians who were named Honorary Presidents of 43rd Navasartian Games and Festival. Hamlet and Greta were recognized at a special ceremony at the Beverly Hilton on July 1, 2018, where they received honorary ribbons from 42nd Honorary Presidents Mr. And Mrs. Y. Vicken and Nono Apelian. Hamlet Chraghchian began his Homenetmen journey at Tehran’s “Ararat” chapter 60 years ago and has been an invaluable member of our organization ever since, having served in leadership positions at Glendale “Ararat” Chapter, Homenetmen Regional, and including numerous representative and delegate boards.

Varooj Mirzaians
“Ardagarg Batveneshan” Award

Congratulations to Yekhpair Varooj Mirzaians, to be awarded with “Ardagarg Batveneshan” by Homenetmen World Committee on Sunday October 28, during Centennial Celebrations organized by Homenetmen Western Region.

Yekhpair Varouj is one of the founding members of our chapter with decades of unwavering dedication and commitment to Homenetmen values and mission.
Armik Ebrahimian
Commendable & Outstanding Member

Longtime Homenetmen Glendale Ararat Chapter member, volunteer, former Executive Board Chairman, Chapter Honorary Member, athlete, coach, and mentor Y. Armik Ebrahimian was awarded a Medal of Service by Homenetmen USA Western Region on Sunday October 28 during Centennial Celebration for his years of unconditional service, commitment and dedication to Homenetmen.

Armond Gorgorian
Lifetime Honorary Member

Over the years, Homenetmen Glendale Ararat Chapter has nominated an exemplary individual as its Lifetime Honorary Member and presented him/her to the community for recognition and acknowledgement. This year on the occasion of Ararat chapter 40th anniversary, the Chapter Executive Board selected longtime member, Executive Director, leader, coach, former chapter chair, and Homenetmen Western U.S. board member Armond Gorgorian, whose contributions to Ararat Chapter, Homenetmen’s mission, community and civic life are commendable and priceless.
The Cultural Division successfully completed the following events in 2018:

Armenian Genocide Commemoration Visual & Performing Arts Event
April 15, 2018

The event was dedicated to Armenian Genocide 103rd anniversary. It was a visual and performing arts event and artists 13 years and above participated in painting exhibition. The theme was “What do you love about being Armenian”. There were also interactive activities for the attendees to do and be part of the event. Ararat Choir participated with some songs. There was dance performance by Aram’s dance studio. There were more than 200 attendees.

Mother’s Day Paint and Wine Night
May 11, 2018

More than 50 mothers and daughters participated in this event. It was a fun night as attendees learn how to paint taught by professional instructor, Armineh Havan. Everyone who attended was able to take a picture home of themselves by a mother’s day background.

Armenian Folk Night
June 16, 2018

A group of talented musicians with the leadership of Maestro Vladimir Gevorkian along with three professional singers and soloists from Ararat Choir sang Armenian Folk songs. There were more than 200 attendees.
Junior Art Program
August 26, 2018

Cultural Division took part in Ararat Junior Program by teaching painting and drawing to more than 40 kids ages 3-6 years of age. Participants painted the first letter of their name in Armenian and even completed a collaborative mural of the Armenian alphabet.

Choir Concert
November 18, 2018

Ararat choir currently has 35 singers. Its conductor is Lilian Avak. Choir’s annual concert was on November 18th at La Crescenta First Baptist Church. The choir sang 16 Armenian, French, Russian, Persian, Spanish songs, and 7 solos. There were more than 400 attendees.

Pomegranate Class
November 29, 2018

Art Workshop took place on Nov. 29, 2018. The attendees learned how to make Pomegranate from clay and painted them. It was taught by professional instructor, Soseh Khachturian. 22 attended this art workshop.
Scouts Division had many activities throughout the year. Our Geragooy members received their ranks in February. Y. Sevada Avanessian received his Eagle Scout medal and Eagle Scout Neckerchief in May. We had our 33rd Untanoor Banakoom at Camp Tecuya, where 40 years of alumni scouts joined us in sharing memories and experiences. During the camp, K. Zepyoor Ohanian and K. Anna Khecchoomian received their Khmbapetouhi Astjans.

Geragooy and Khmbi Geragooy members traveled to Armenia in early July with K. Caroline Mikailian and K. Roobina Arshakian for the Homeland Initiative. With Armenia Tree Project, we planted 40 trees in Ashtarak, Armenia in honor of the Ararat’s 40th anniversary to assist in fighting deforestation in Armenia. With the Fuller Center for Housing Armenia, we helped a family who had been living in a metal container for over 30 years by insulating the roof of their new home. In Gyumri, our scouts helped remodel Gyumri #8 school, which had been in ruins since the 1988 earthquake. We also established a new library in the school in memory of K. Maggie Abakians with help from K. Caroline Mikailian.
Scouts had the opportunity to climb Aragats and participate in activities in the villages that would test leadership, teamwork, and problem-solving skills. During the 11th Pan-Homenetmen Jamboree Camp, Y. Daniel Shahgaldians, Ari Miavori Khmbapet at the time, received his Ararat Kark. After the camp, we took a trip to Artsakh with family members who had joined us in the days prior. That trip would not have been possible without Y. Arick Gevorkian, who had taken a group of scouts on the same trip in 2014. We visited many churches and landmarks, including a taking a hike to the Zontikner where our scouts were mesmerized by the scenery. Our scouts are impatiently waiting for the next Jamboree in 2022!

After returning from Armenia, Y. Shant Armenian and Y. Aram Apanian both completed their Eagle Scout Service projects, passed their Board of Review, and became Eagle Scouts. Y. Aram Apanian took extra effort to patriciate and complete his Vkayal Kark. At the same time, Y. Deon Seyfi, K. Anna Khechoomian, and Y. Sevada Avanessian began their Wood Badge course along with scouts from other chapters. Ari and Arenoush Miavors, under the leadership of Y. Daniel Shahgaldians and K. Annie Ovanessian, ended the year by taking their respective scouts to camp on the same weekend. The feud between the boys and girls will never end since the scouts love competing!
Basketball

Ararat Chapter’s Basketball Division made a strong showing at tournaments throughout 2018, as well as organizing numerous basketball programs for our athletes and their families. Activities in 2018 included:

- South Bay Lakers Fan Experience
- Los Angeles Sparks Fan Experience
- Glendale Ararat 40th Anniversary Shootout
- Glendale Summer Party 2018 Shootout Games Series
- Basketball Night
- Basketball Camp (AYF)
- HABC Youth Basketball Coaches Clinic
- Sportmanship Awards
- Sevan (San Diego) Games
- Sardarabad (Orange County) Games
- Sassoon (Fresno) Games
- Navasartian Games
- Azadamard (Pasadena) Games
- Winter Games
- HABC (Ararat) Games
2018 was a very exciting year as we marked Ararat Chapter’s 40th Anniversary. With all this excitement came many successful and memorable events through the hard work of the Fundraising Division.

The Fundraising Division organizes several events and activities throughout the year; the proceeds from the division’s efforts, along with the help of several dedicated volunteers, helps support our youth programs and chapter’s finances.

This year’s Fundraising Committee has continued to plan traditional events that have been supported by many throughout the years such as The Easter Festival, Las Vegas Trip, Poker Tournament, and the coffee booth at the Navasartian Games. We have also planned many new events such as Abghoosht Luncheon, Yeretsakan’s 35th Anniversary gathering, Ararat Chapter’s 40th Anniversary Gala, and the Armenia Trip Raffle, which have also been a big success.
General Athletics

Soccer

In 2018, the Soccer division operated with 155 members and participated in a number of tournaments, including the Shant soccer tournament, with one second place and one third place team; the Navasartian Games, with two first place teams; the Glendale Friendship Games, with two second place teams and one third place team; Villa Park Pasadena, with one third place team; and the Ararat Adult Indoor Tournament, directed by Y. Armond.

Table Tennis

Table Tennis started the 2018 year with 34 adults and 12 youth members. Yeghbai Razmik Mserkhani and Val Grigor have worked continuously to add young Ayers to our list.

In February, we had the Kaham Games with over 100 participants and parents from different schools enjoying the games. Eric Shahnazari ran the the Kaham Games with great success.

The Ararat Open 2018 Games took place in May with over 90 participants from different parts of California. Our athletes did a great job in various age groups and ratings. In June, Robert Shahnazsi participated in the World Veteran Championships, a very high-ranking tournament. In July, many of our members participated in Navasartian Games. Eric Shahnazari ran the tournaments with Homenetmen Regional, and Ararat took first place overall in Table Tennis.

Also in July, Hrach Javadian, Eric Shahnazari, and Robert Shahnazari participated in the US National Championship, the most prestigious table tennis tournament for US residents.

At Ararat Chapter’s Glendale Friendship Games in October, we had over 80 table tennis participants with many nationally ranked players competing in the tournament.
2018 was an eventful and successful year for Volleyball division. During 2018 the number of players rose from 102 to 130 by taking on new members from our waiting list. There was a total of 9 teams consisting of two adult teams, women’s and men’s, two U18, one U16, three U14, and one U12. Volleyball division hosted two successful tournaments, one in March and one in November. These tournaments provided an opportunity for the players to meet teams from other chapters and Armenian schools and compete in friendly games.

During 2018 seven teams participated in the San Diego games. Nine teams participated in Navasartian games and brought home the overall trophy. In addition to these accomplishments, the Volleyball division purchased new balls and some new equipment for the teams and held monthly clinics at Ararat and San Gabriel Elite Volleyball Club. These clinics while beneficial for all players; they especially inspire the younger players by exposing them to the state-of-the-art facilities and equipment of a professional club.

Volleyball division had two social events, the Volleyball Halloween Night fundraiser, which was a success for the third time, and the Christmas Party, where the girls socialized and exchanged gifts.
Programs Division was formed with the intent to offer diverse events and activities, other than scouting and athletics.

The division’s programs include:

**Seminar**

Bi-weekly free seminars are held on psychological and sociological topics run by Ms. Armine Gurjian. During 2018 Mrs. Christine Liva held a six-week bi-weekly seminar regarding marriage and family matters.

**Matching Gifts and Community Service Awards**

The main objective of this program is to receive funds from large corporations in the form of monetary matches or volunteering awards.

**Scholarship**

One scholarship of $1000 was granted to Ms. Lia Gharibian. The award was presented to her during Scouting Division general meeting.

**Alumni**

On April 27, 2018, we celebrated chapter’s 40th anniversary by means of a grand gala. Other fun programs included couple of wine nights and family picnic. The “Santa Visit” event was held in December with much success. These events give our alumni a chance to return to their roots and reconnect with Ararat Chapter.
Community Service

In October 2018, 32 members of Ararat Chapter participated at Armenian Bone Marrow Walkathon, as part of the Ararat team.

Summer Day Camp

This program spans over 9 to 10 weeks, where kids ages 5 and up are supervised by a capable staff who oversee fun activities for the participants every summer. Summer of 2018 proved to be the most successful of all years, with participation of on average 80 kids per week.

Winter Day Camp

This program started during 2017 for the first time. Over two weeks in December and January, an average of 30 to 40 kids took advantage of this fun program.
Homenetmen Glendale “Ararat” Chapter’s CMAP (Communication, Marketing, Advertising, & Public Relations) Department was established by the Chapter Executive Board in 2014 to support divisions and collaborate closely with leadership and project leads in developing strategies for internal and external public relations, marketing and branding.

CMAP’s goal is to assist divisions to promote their programs and events and to support Ararat Chapter’s mission to serve our youth and communities.

CMAP develops and designs digital and print media campaigns and manages Ararat Chapter’s website, monthly E-News, and twelve social media platforms. The department also collaborates with media outlets, local schools, organizations and city, county, and state officials to support community-wide programs.

2018
Arick Gevorkian, Garen Mesropian, Ara Mangassarian, Narina Minassian, Armond Gorgorian, Sara Gorgorian
Thank You! 2018 Donations

Your generous donations made to Homenetmen Glendale “Ararat” Chapter during 2018 made all this possible. Donors and sponsors are listed below in alphabetical order, based on cumulative giving over $100.

Diamond $25,000 +
The Gaska Alliance Foundation
Patrick & Marlene Chraghchian
Jack Youredjian (Western Drug, Youredjian Family Charitable Foundation)

Platinum $10,000 +
Forest Lawn Mortuary
Edward Martikian (TEM CO.)
Shirvanian Family Foundation

Gold $5,000–$9,999
Bobken & Hasmik Amirian
Gevik & Paula Baghdassarian
Moneh Dergrigorian (Prudential)
Hera Gozalians (Prudential)
Shant & Adriine Hamamah
Zareh & Melina Issakhanian (Remedy Drugs)
Hazreh Keshishian (Bank of America)

Silver $2,500–$4,999
Parouir & Jenik Akopian
Baghdik & Moneh Der Grigorian
Aram Djagharbegian (Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage)
Edik & Kathrine Ebrahimian
George Garikian
Rouben & Zaghik Gourjian
Vahik Kazanjian
Ruben Kholian (Kholian Development LLC)
Mossig & Tenny Kizirian
Markar Sarkissian (Pac Fill, Inc. DBA Sun Dairy Company)

Bronze $1,000–$2,499
Hamlet & Dr. Karineh Abnous (Premier Dental Clinic, Inc.)
Drs. Armen & Karineh Aboulian
Tomik & Yvette Abrahamian (Web Hawk Enterprises)
Roubik & Melineh Adoian (R. Power Services)
Maral Anjargolian
APEX Manufacturing Company Inc.
Ryan Aquino (Warner Brothers)
Drs Saro & Christine Armenian (Armenian Dental Corporation)
ARS Sepan Chapter
Roobina Arshakian (Arshakian Law)
Armik & Irma Aslanian (5338 Comercio Lane Holdings, LLC)
Sam Aslanian (Sam Aslanian Architect, Inc)
Albert & Shake Ataian
Dr. Emil & Gayaneh Avaness (Harmony Health MD)
Leon & Seda Babadjianians
Dr. Zareh & Dr. Taleen Babakhanian
Seroj & Raya Babakhanian
Alec & Dr. Alenoush Baghdasaryan
Norvik & Rita Barseghian (Ideal Kitchen Supply)
Supporter $100–$999

André Abed
Vanik Abedian
Abkarian & Associates A Professional Law Corp
ABR Management
Garnik Abrahamian (Abrahamian Insurance Agency Inc.)
Armen & Armine Abrahamian

Arpine Abramyan (Nancy Jewelry – N. Jewel Creation)
Njdeh Acopian (Axian Plumbing Service Inc.)
Arman Adamyan (Armanda Express Inc.)
Advanced Led Supply
Aline Aghababian (Solano Jewelers LLC)
Vartan & Aida Aghabegian
Zack Aghajanian (IMX Auto Group Inc.)
Henrik Aghamal (Mobile Auto Repair Service)
Sako & Arsine Aghazarian
Aghobian Financial Services, Inc.
Irene Aharonian
Hovik Aharonian (Glendale Management Company)
Ara & Caroline Akopian (C. Aleena Construction)
Dr. Vahe & Natalie Akopian
Artash Akopyan
Allied Lending Group, Inc.
Vigen Amirian (Glendale Tile – Amirian Home, Corporation)
ANEX MFG.
Anonymous
APEX Cartage, Inc.
Ararat Fundraising Division
Melina Armen
Vahik Arzoomanian (NIC Protection Inc.)
Armineh Aslan
Razmik & Clarisse Aslanian
Auto Mart Gallery Inc.
Vahik Avakian (Avaks Construction Inc.)
Varoush & Hasmik Avanessian
Armen Avanessian
Valadieh Avanessian
George Aviet
Gayaneh Badalian
Zareh & Mania Badmagrian (Mania’s Passport and Visa Service)
Armin Baghdasarian
Lilit Baghdasarians
Peter & Ruby Baghdassarian
Baharians Family
Dr. Allen Bakhtamian
Saro Banoian
George Barsegyan
Tigran & Melissa Basmadjian
Bella Baydian DDS
Vania Bedrossian (Vania Bedrossian Sole Prop.)
Seroge & Astghik Beglarian
Navinder Bhardway
Dr. David & Dr. Edna Boghossian (Boghossian & Martikian Chiropractic Inc.)
Carmen Boodashian
Brand Consulting Group, LLC
California Credit Union
Calstar Realty And Mortgage
Razmik & Armine Chalian
Child Care Management LLC
Coldwell Banker Hallmark Realty
Dancool HVAC Supply Inc.
Vachik Danouk
Hovik & Ofik Davidian
Armine Davoodian
Hrire & Rima Der-Avanessian
Dignity Health
Dr. Gary Kevorkian Dr. Narg Alexandrian (Gary Kevorkian D.D.S., M.S. & Narg Alexandrian D.D.S., M.S.)
Dr. Shahryar Baradaran
Armik & Melineh Ebrahimian
Eric’s Computer Services
Excel Realty & Lending Group, Inc.
Fusion Windows and Doors
GB Lighting
Armen & Zepure Ghafafian
Juliette Chassemian
Leonard Ghazarian (Caspian Services, Inc.)
Shakeh Ghazarian
Glendale HVAC Supply, Inc.
Glendale West Pharmacy
Glenoaks Auto Body (Autocity Salvage Inc.)
Glenvista Pharmacy
Gorg Gorgeiz (Gorg Coffee)
Barkev & Armen Grigorian (KC Nissan Auto Dismantling)
Khachik & Juliette Grigorian
Susan Habeshian
Vahe & Bella Hacobian
Armond & Elena Hairapetian
Anabel Hambarsoomian (Pacific Travel)
Vahik & Sima Hartounian
Alfred & Ani Harutunyan
Armineh & Ani Harutunyan
Creative Lounge
Sevada Hemelians
Iron Work
Albert & Jenia Iskandari
Helik Issagholian
Varoujan Jamgocyan
Melina Kalachian
Abkar Kalantarian
Nick & Mary Kanian
Narbik & Raya Karamian
Karamian Family
Mr. & Mrs. Karamian
Liana Karapetyan (ERA Behavioral Solutions)
Alina Karimian (State Farm)
Joe Kasabayan (D’or Fragrances)
Vartan Kazanjian (Estate Jewelers)
Kazarians Engineering Services, Inc.
Sona Kazazian DDS
Seda Khachatourian
Edwin & Mariza Khachatourian
Mariza Khachatourian (State Farm)
Seroj & Medik Khachikian
Ned & Armine Khachikian
Anahid Khachikian
Anahid Khachikian
Khachik Khalatian (Reliable Attorney Services)
Armine Koundakjian
Las Vegas participants
Law Offices of Ali Azarakhsh Inc.
Level Construction Group Inc.
Los Robles Ventures Inc.
Madadian Enterprise, Inc.
Arbi Madirossian
Norik Maleki (S & A Mechanical, Inc.)
Hamlet & Elizabeth Manouchehri
Raffi & Zovig Manoukian
Leonard & Marina Manoukian
Roubik Mardirossian (RM Engineering Inc.)
Vahik & Anna Margarian (Hi Tek Cleaners LLC)
Vartan Markarian (Markarian Realty)
Sevak Markarian
Arman Markosyan
Armen Martin (Foundation Law Group)
Victor Martin
Fedra Mashati
Dr. Patrick Mashi
Jack & Nora Matsosian
Shahe Mazbanian
Alik Megerian
Verjina Mehrabian
Razmik & Violet Meserkhani (Mesrkhani Chiropractic, Inc.)
Garen Mesropian
Armen Mgrdich (Froyo Cafe Inc.)
Armen Grigorian Michelle Kolsi
Caroline Mikalian
Caro & Shant Minas (Applied Soil Technology)
Tony Minasian
Robert Minassian
Mission Auto
Edwin & Linda Moosaian
Onnik & Mariette Moradian
Rouben & Larissa Mousheghian
My Professional Uniforms, LLC
Mariet Nazarian
Karol Nazarian (Blue Hinge Media LLC)
Nazarians Family
Rima Nikoghossian
Karin Novshadyan
Carmen Ohanian DDS (Carmen Ohanian DDS, Inc.)
Irene Ovanessian
PARK SAFE, Inc.
Razmik Parsekhian (RV Air Conditioning)
PBC Solutions
Tony Petrossian
Albert Petrossian (Menua Group LLC)
Jack Petrosyan (Seasoning Alley)
Alan & Sabin Pezeshkian
Dr. Sooren & Jaqueline Pezeshkian
Preschool Education Corporation
Prime Vending Inc.
Pulse United Cabinetry
Remo Street Fabrications, Inc.
Robert Hall & Associates
Nora Saedkhanian
Annie Safarloo
Henry Saghians
Catherine Saginian
Annie Saginian
Eva Sahakian
Armeneh Saint
Raffi & Hilda Santikian
Roubik & Sabrina Sarian (Child Care Management LLC)
Varoozh Saroian
Armene Schmit
Serop & Laura Seropian
Varouj Shahbazian (V. Trading)  
Razmik & Armine Shahgaldians  
Eric Shahnazari  
Robert Shahnazari  
Ani Simonian  
Armond & Melina Simonian  
Socal Recycling Industries  
Roobina Sookasian  
Sunstrong Solar Inc.  
Ara & Hazreh Tarverdian  
Sergik Tergalstanian (Cal-X Plumbing Inc.)  
Sergik & Nora Tergalstian  
Martiros Tngryan (Foothill Child Development Services, Inc.)  
Derick Tomasian  
Minas D. Torosian  
Arthur Tovmasian (Benefits A La Carte Inc.)  
Vardashen Market  
Michael & Ella Vartanian  
Vahik Vartanian  
Arbi Vartanian (Safe Auto Glass Co.)  
Sergik & Anna Vartazanian (Signature Automotive)  
Venice Classic Pastry, Inc.  
Victor Baghdasarians Insurance Agency  
Eddie Yadegarian  
Tony Yani (Media City Auto Repair)  
Vatche & Aline Yepremian  
Garo Yepremian  
Arsineh Yermian  
Edvin Yeroomian (Vici Auto Group Inc.)  
Valod & Jesika Yeroomian  
Arman Zadourian (Law Offices of Arman Zadourian)  
Richard Zaharian  
Zaharian Family  
Anoosh Zakarian  
Razmik & Armine Shahgaldians  
Robert Shahnazari  
Signature Automotive  
Ani Simonian  
Armond & Melina Simonian  
Socal Recycling Industries  
Anet Sohrabian (Bank of America)  
Greg & Roobina Sookasian  
Sunstrong Solar Inc.  
Ara & Hazreh Tarverdian (4 Over Electric)  
Harmik Tatevossian (Harmik Tatevossian Insurance Agency)  
Tazah (Karabetian Import & Export Inc.)  
Sergik Tergalstanian (Cal-X Plumbing Inc.)  
Sergik & Nora Tergalstian  
Martiros Tngryan (Foothill Child Development Services, Inc.)  
Derick Tomasian  
Minas Torosian (Davis Dental Supply)  
Souren & Seda Torossian  
Arthur Tovmasian (Benefits A La Carte Inc.)  
Ralph & Savey Family Tufenkian (Tufenkian Family Foundation)  
Michael & Ella Vartanian  
Jasmen Vartanian (Calstar Realty Mortgage Inc.)  
Arbi Vartanian (Safe Auto Glass Co.)  
Sergik & Anna Vartazarian (SGV Inc. Serge’s Automotive)  
Venice Classic Pastry Inc.  
Victor Baghdasarians Insurance Agency  
Eddie Yadegarian  
Jack Yaghoubian (Quantech Systems)  
Tony Yani (Media City Auto Repair)  
Dr. Vartan & Lissa Yeghiazarian  
Vatche & Aline Yepremian  
Garo Yepremian  
Arsineh Yermian  
Edvin Yeroomian (Vici Auto Group Inc.)  
Valod & Jesika Yeroomian  
Anoosh Kathy Zakarian & Noravian  
Varand & Yvette Zarifian  

Gifts In Kind

Palace Party Rental  
Gilbert Baghramian (GB Lighting Design)  
Vicken Apelian (Apelinc Landscape Services)  
Lavash Corporation  
Art-In-Print
Please contact the Donor Drive Committee for information, questions, and corrections.
DonorDrive@ararat.org
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